A Deep Convolutional Neural Network Approach to Classify Normal and Abnormal Gastric Slow Wave Initiation from the High Resolution Electrogastrogram.
Gastric slow wave abnormalities have been associated with gastric motility disorders. Invasive studies in humans have described normal and abnormal propagation of the slow wave. This study aims to disambiguate the abnormally functioning wave from one of normalcy using multi-electrode abdominal waveforms of the electrogastrogram (EGG). Human stomach and abdominal models are extracted from computed tomography scans. Normal and abnormal slow waves are simulated along stomach surfaces. Current dipoles at the stomachs surface are propagated to virtual electrodes on the abdomen, with a forward model. We establish a deep convolutional network (CNN) framework to classify normal and abnormal slow waves from the multi-electrode waveforms. We investigate the effects of non-idealized measurements on performance, including shifted electrode array positioning, smaller array sizes, high body mass index (BMI), and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).We compare the performance of our deep CNN to a linear discriminant classifier using wave propagation spatial features. A deep CNN framework demonstrated robust classification, with accuracy above 90% for all SNR above 0dB, horizontal shifts within 3cm, vertical shifts within 6cm, and abdominal tissue depth within 6cm. The linear discriminant classifier was much more vulnerable to SNR, electrode placement, and BMI. This is the first study to attempt, and moreover succeed, in using a deep CNN to disambiguate normal and abnormal gastric slow wave patterns from high-resolution EGG data. These findings suggest that multi-electrode cutaneous abdominal recordings have potential to serve as widely deployable clinical screening tools for gastrointestinal foregut disorders.